Client Administrative System

Types of GBV

- Intimate Partner Violence
- Rape
- Sexual Assault (excl. rape)
- Sexual Harassment
- Stalking

Purpose of data collection

- Monitoring
- Ensure victim protection from perpetrator
- Inform/evaluate policy
- Contribute to other organisation database

Other purpose:
Reporting to government.

Data available on
Victim

**Background information**

- No information collected on Background information

Relationship with perpetrator

- Yes

Repeatedly suffering from GBV

- No

Perpetrator

**Background information**

- Age
- Sex
- Nationality
- ID
- Name
- Ethnicity
- Marital status
- Dependents

**Other:** Swedish ID number, including age, gender and whether born in or outside Sweden.

Relationship with victim

- Yes
Additional information: This means that it is recorded whether there exists a previous relationship between victim and offender (e.g. family, intimate partner) or not (stranger).

Re-offending

- No

Witness

**Background information**
- No information collected on Background information

Relationship with victim/perpetrator

- No

Incident description by witness

- No

Children witnessing IPV incident

- No information available

Incident

**Code system used**

- Police

Description of incident

- Date/time
Harm/injuries
Location
Type of violence

Other: Main crime (from the verdict), time of penalty, type of penalty, address.

Protection order

- No

Civil justice data

- No information available

Incident respond resources

- Human resources
- Financial resources
- Other resources

Capacity of sheltering, i.e. of beds available in the shelter

Prosecution process

Stages of prosecution process

- Withdrawals of complaints
- Withdrawals of prosecution support
- N. of cases reported for each incident
- N. of cases initiated for each type of incident
- N. of cases referred to court
- Types of offense(s)
**Defendant pleas/verdicts**

- Guilty pleas
- Guilty verdicts

**Average time case through criminal justice system**

- No

**Outcomes**

**Perpetrator**

**N. of cases resulting in arrest**

- No

**List of offenses**

- Yes

**Probation**

- Yes

**Bail/remand**

- Yes

* Remand (bail system does not exist).

**Prisons**

- Yes

* Any type of information

**Victim**

**Death as result of incident**
* Data on all activities during probation time, i.e. therapy, education, activities, furlough etc. Only not suspended sentence and economical compensation for the victim.

---

**Characteristics**

**Storage System**

- ✔️ In paper form
- ✗ Electronically (single files)
- ✗ Electronically (database)

*Other: BRÅ (Board of Crime Prevention) where saved electronically after regular reporting.*

**Frequency of updating**

- ✔️ Monthly

**Quality assurance process**

Basic education in how to register for the personnel. Continuous improving system and processes in a close cooperation with the IT-support.

**Comparability**

- ✗ No information available

**Timeliness**

1 month - 1 year
**Additional information:** Only timely data is available in this system. They do monthly reports, (10 days after end of month) and annual reports. They also send official statistics to BRÅ in March every year, because they sometimes get information late from courts, and official statistic has to be correct. After March each year all data that is no longer in use (for the treatment of clients) is eradicated.

**Current developments**

Continuous, never-ending improvement work with the IT-support department, that develops the program used. Improvement can be both technical, such as improving processes for registering certain data, or about better meeting political requirement for data reports. Also, they work with developing the RIF-system.

**Relation with third parties**

**Reported to third parties**

- Yes

**Name of organisation:**
Board of Crime Prevention (BRÅ)

**Used by third parties:**
Yes (all of it)

**Reporter**

- ✗ Victim
- ✗ Witness
- ✗ Offender

**Other:** Courts (verdict info)
ORGANISATION: Swedish Prison and Probation Services
SECTOR: Justice
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA: National